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South Holland District Council’s Allocations Scheme 2012-14

SECTION 1: SCHEME OUTLINE & OBJECTIVES

1.1 The scheme

This Allocation Scheme sets out the criteria by which South Holland District Council will 
allocate housing accommodation within its district.  That housing accommodation available 
to South Holland being: 

 Accommodation owned or managed by South Holland District Council, and  

 Housing accommodation owned by Housing associations of Social Housing with 
whom South Holland District Council has a “Nomination Agreement” allowing the
Council to “Nominate” an applicant for housing under this Scheme to the Housing 
association. 

All those Housing associations operating within the South Holland district and how you can 
contact them can be found Section 13.

This Scheme focuses on increasing the amount and range of affordable housing for South 
Holland residents. By ‘affordable housing’ we mean social rented and intermediate housing, 
provided to eligible households whose needs are not currently being met. 

South Holland’s advice and assistance for home seekers on a whole range of housing 
options, including access to the private rented sector and low cost home-ownership 
opportunities can be found on South Holland District Council’s website www.sholland.gov.uk

Within the South Holland district the demand for social housing is greater than the number of 
homes available.  South Holland District Council and its partner housing associations work in 
partnership to register applicants looking to rent accommodation via the Housing Register.  

The Allocations Scheme, as well as meeting all legal requirements aims to support and 
contribute towards economic growth and sustainable communities within the South Holland 
district. 

The key objectives of this Allocations Scheme are to: 

 Provide applicants in South Holland with a fair and transparent system in which they 
are prioritised according to need;

 Assist applicants with no prospects of housing with other alternatives;
 Promote the development of sustainable mixed communities and 

neighbourhoods of choice;
 Meet South Holland’s statutory duties to homeless persons;
 Prevent the use of bed and breakfast accommodation for homeless families;
 Minimise the cost of homelessness to South Holland District Council and its council 

tax payers.

The vast majority of the housing that we allocate under this Allocations Scheme is through a 
points system. The system will be supported by housing advice which provides applicants 
with realistic advice and promotes other housing options. 

South Holland District Council is committed to providing a fair, transparent service to all 
persons eligible and to allocate accommodation, in the majority of cases, to those in 
greatest need. 

1.2 The South Holland housing register 

Instead of each organisation having its own housing register, South Holland District Council 
maintains a single ‘common housing register’ for the South Holland district and access is 
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provided via one joint application form. This makes it easier for applicants to find out about 
housing.

1.3 Expressing choice 

The amount of choice that South Holland  is able to offer may be limited by the housing 
pressures it faces and responsibilities it has to some groups in housing need such as those 
found to be statutorily homeless. South Holland believes that any applicant considered to be 
eligible under this Scheme should be able to express a preference over the type of property 
and the area in which they would like to live via the initial housing registration process.

1.4 Tenancy sustainability and homelessness

The Allocations scheme is supported by South Holland District Council’s Tenancy and 
Homelessness strategies and as such should be considered alongside these strategies. 
Both are available at www.sholland.gov.uk.

1.5 Local lettings policies

Specific areas within the South Holland district may operate a local lettings policy to achieve 
a variety of housing management and policy objectives. Where such policies exist, they will 
be published and revised as appropriate, as well as withdrawn when they are no longer 
deemed appropriate. 

1.6 Nomination agreements

South Holland District Council enters into nomination agreements with Housing associations 
and the detail contained in these agreements is not affected or changed by this Common 
Housing Register.

1.7 What are “allocations” under this scheme? 

The following are “allocations” of accommodation under this Scheme: 

(1) The selection of a person to be a secure or introductory tenant of South Holland 
(including notifying an existing tenant or licensee that his tenancy or licence is to be a secure 
tenancy). This includes properties that are owned or managed by South Holland District 
Council.  This also includes the granting of a new tenancy to an existing tenant by way of 
“transfer” or contractual and/or discretionary succession. 

Or 

(2) The nomination of a person to be an Assured or an Assured Shorthold tenant of housing 
accommodation held by a Housing association.  Often the nomination will be that of a  
‘Starter Tenant’ of a Housing association whereby the housing association will grant an 
Assured Shorthold Tenancy for a set “probationary” period (usually 12 months) and provided 
the tenant successfully completes the “probationary” period the housing association will 
grant an Assured Tenancy. 

Or 

(3) The selection of a person to be a secure or introductory tenant of another housing 
authority.  

1.8 Exempt allocations – accommodation provided for lettings which 
are not covered by this scheme  

The following are not “allocations” under this Scheme: 

 Succession to a tenancy on a tenant’s death pursuant to s89 Housing Act 1985, or  
 Assignment of a tenancy by way of mutual exchange, or  
 Assignment of a tenancy to a person qualified to succeed to the tenancy on the 
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tenants death, or 
 Transfer of the tenancy by a court order under household law provisions or under the 

Civil Partnership Act 2004, or 
 An introductory tenancy becoming a secure tenancy, or Council initiated transfers 

(e.g. decant to alternative accommodation to allow for major works), or  
 Re-housing due to being displaced from previous accommodation by South Holland  

or being re-housed by South Holland  pursuant to the Land Compensation Act 1973, 
or 

 An allocation to a person who lawfully occupies accommodation let on a household
intervention tenancy, or 

 Provision of non-secure temporary accommodation in discharge of any 
homelessness duty or power. 

1.9 Joint tenancies, tenancy succession and transfer of a joint tenancy

The Allocations Scheme supports adult applicants wishing to sign as joint tenants should 
they choose to do so. The only exception to this is when considering “persons from abroad”. 
Where such a person is deemed ineligible, then only the eligible applicant will be granted a 
tenancy. Although not granted a tenancy, South Holland District Council may take those 
persons into account when determining the size of accommodation to be offered.

In relation to allocations to Housing association tenancies made under South Holland’s 
Nominations Agreement, the individual Housing association will decide whether to allow a 
Joint Tenancy depending on the circumstances of the case.  

1.10 Tenancy succession 

The law on succession rights is found at sections 87 to 89 of the Housing Act 1985 and 
sections 131 to 133 of the Housing Act 1996.  Succession rights apply to both secure and 
introductory tenancies. This scheme considers the following types of succession: 

 Statutory Tenancy succession 
 Contractual Tenancy succession  
 Discretionary Tenancy Succession 

1.11 Transfer of tenancy 

When a relationship breaks down and one partner terminates a joint tenancy, South Holland 
may “re-grant” a tenancy of the same property to the partner remaining in occupation. 

When a relationship is formed or when an adult child wishes to become a joint tenant with 
their parent, South Holland can agree to the tenancy being changed from a sole tenancy to a 
joint tenancy or vice versa.  However, this is a “re-grant” of a tenancy and South Holland  
can refuse to do this in certain circumstances e.g. where the tenancy is in arrears or where 
the proposed joint tenant is ineligible on the grounds of his/her behaviour. 

South Holland may take into account the following when deciding to exercise the above 
discretions in favour of an applicant: 

 Whether the rent account is free of arrears 
 Whether the property would pass a Pre-Transfer Inspection
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SECTION 2: THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 The scheme

South Holland District Council Council’s Allocations Scheme sits within a tight and complex 
legal framework of Part VI of the Housing Act 1996 (as amended).  This section describes 
this legal framework.  

The 1996 Housing Act (as amended by the 2002 Homelessness Act) requires local 
authorities to make all allocations and nominations in accordance with an Allocations 
Scheme.  A summary of the Allocations Scheme must be published and made available free 
of charge to any person who asks for a copy. A summary of the Scheme and general 
principles is available through South Holland District Council offices; partner landlords’ 
offices and on South Holland’s website www.sholland.gov.uk. This document is the full 
version of the Scheme and is available for inspection from the main Council Offices at Priory 
Road, Spalding, Lincs, PE11 2XE.   

The Housing Act 1996 (as amended) requires local authorities to give reasonable preference 
in their allocations policies to people with high levels of assessed housing need. This 
includes homeless people, those who need to move on welfare or medical grounds, people 
living in unsatisfactory housing and those who would face hardship unless they moved to a 
particular locality within the local authority’s area. 

The Act also requires local authorities to state within the Scheme what its position is on 
offering applicants a choice of housing accommodation, or offering them the opportunity to 
express preference about the housing accommodation to be allocated to them. 

This Allocations Scheme complies with the requirements of the Housing Act 1996 (as 
amended) and takes into account the two codes of guidance - Allocation of Accommodation: 
Code of Guidance for Housing Authorities 2002 issued by the ODPM and Fair and Flexible: 
Statutory Guidance on Social Housing Allocations for Local Authorities in England 2009,
issued by the Communities and Local Government Department. The scheme is also drafted
and framed to ensure that it is compatible with South Holland’s equality duties including the 
duty to eliminate unlawful discrimination and to promote good relations between different 
racial groups, as well the duty to promote equality between disabled persons and other 
persons and between men and women. South Holland has carried out an Equality Impact 
Assessment in relation to the scheme and also operates the scheme in accordance with the 
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974.   

This Scheme has considered: 

 South Holland’s statutory obligations and discretion as to who is eligible for a housing 
allocation.  

 South Holland ’s statutory obligation to provide Reasonable preference to certain
categories of applicants set down by law i.e. those who must be given a ‘head start’
under South Holland’s Allocations Scheme. 

 South Holland’s statutory discretion to grant “additional preference” and/or to 
determine priority between applicants with Reasonable preference.  

 The general and specific statutory discretions South Holland can exercise when 
allocating housing.

  

2.2 What is Reasonable preference and how is it applied under this 
scheme?  

South Holland District Council is required by law to determine the relative priority that 
housing applicants are awarded. This is particularly important when, as is the case in South 
Holland, the demand for social housing is greater than the availability of homes.  

The law, as it applies to local housing authorities, requires that Reasonable preference for 
housing must be given to those in the categories set out in the Housing Act 1996 (as 
amended).  Applicants with Reasonable preference must be given a head-start in terms of 
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accessing housing by comparison with applicants who do not have Reasonable preference 
(see 5.1 for the statutory categories).

South Holland will use a points based system to allocate accommodation.  In assessing 
housing need South Holland will give Reasonable preference to those applicants who fall 
into the statutory categories. 

2.3 Determining priority between applicants with Reasonable 
preference  

South Holland District Council will determine priority between applicants with Reasonable 
preference by taking into account various factors including: 

 The financial resources available to a person to meet their housing costs;
 Any behaviour of a person (or member of their household) which affects their 

suitability to be a tenant (which can include both good and bad behaviour);
 Any local connection (pursuant to s199 Housing Act 1996 (as amended) that a 

person has with the District Council;
 The contribution that an applicant makes to the District Council or their local 

community, for example through working or volunteering. 

Details and examples of how South Holland determines priority between applicants is 
detailed within the point’s framework of the scheme (Section 14).  

2.4 Local connection

Applicants are able to apply for affordable housing within the South Holland district from 
anywhere within the United Kingdom. However in order to ensure that South Holland meets 
the needs of the local community, ‘Local connection’ will be assessed in accordance with the 
definition of local connection contained in section 199 Housing Act 1996.

The following factors will therefore be taken into account in determining whether or not an 
applicant has a local connection with the South Holland district area:

 currently resides within the South Holland district in either temporary or permanent 
accommodation;

 has lived in South Holland by choice for a certain period (usually for 6 months out of 
the last 12 months or for 3 years out of the last 5);

 has immediate household living in South Holland, who have lived in the district for 
atleast the previous five years;

 has settled employment in the South Holland district area;
 has special circumstances that give rise to a local connection;
 is serving member of the armed services regardless 

2.5 The application of additional preference 

In addition, the Scheme also grants “additional preference” (or an extra head start) to 
applicants where South Holland is satisfied that these applicants also have other exceptional 
or urgent housing needs. 
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SECTION 3: ELIGIBILITY 

3.1 Who can apply to be part of South Holland’s Allocations’ Scheme? 

Any United Kingdom resident, 16 years or over can apply for accommodation by completing 
an Application for Accommodation form.  However a housing association will not normally 
grant a tenancy to anyone under the age of 18 years unless they are able to provide a 
guarantor to cover rent and a support worker. Young people under the age of 18 years may 
also be granted a property by way of an “Equitable Agreement”.   

Childless couples seeking larger household type accommodation are unlikely to successfully 
access properties through this scheme. Applicants of this type will be encouraged to explore 
options in the private sector. 

Married, civil partners and cohabiting couples, same sex couples and brothers and sisters 
who wish to live together can make joint applications. In such cases, it is usual for a joint 
tenancy to be granted in the event of an offer of accommodation being made.  

3.2 Those applicants who are not eligible  

South Holland will only allocate housing accommodation to people who are eligible under 
this Allocation Scheme. The following persons may not be eligible: 

 People who are “subject to immigration control” (unless they fall within a class 
prescribed by regulations as eligible);  

 People who are not subject to immigration control, but are nevertheless prescribed
by regulation as being “persons from abroad” (this may include British citizens).  

 Any other person as proscribed by the Secretary of State;  
 Applicants (or a member of their household) who have been guilty of “unacceptable 

behaviour” and at the time of their application for housing they are still considered 
unsuitable to be a tenant by reason of that behaviour.   

Unacceptable behaviour is defined as behaviour which would, if an applicant or member of 
their household was a secure tenant, entitle a landlord to possession under any of the 
Grounds 1 to 7, Schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1985.  Unacceptable behaviour can include: 

 Owing rent of eight weeks or more or failing to comply with a current or past tenancy 
agreement with a council, housing association or private landlord to such an extent 
that a Court would grant a possession order;

 Failing to adhere to the terms of an agreed payment plan in relation to rent arrears or 
housing debt;

 Conviction for illegal or immoral purpose including allowing your property to be used 
for the supply or intent to supply Class A, B or C drugs;

 Causing nuisance and annoyance to neighbours or visitors;
 Committing certain criminal offences in or near the home and still posing a threat to 

neighbours or the community;  
 Being violent towards a partner or members of the household;
 Allowing the condition of the property to deteriorate;
 Allowing any furniture provided by the landlord to be damaged;
 Obtaining a tenancy by deception, for example by giving untrue information;  
 Paying money to illegally obtain a tenancy;  
 Having lost accommodation provided in connection with employment due to conduct 

making it inappropriate for the person to reside there;
 Having unspent convictions which make an applicant unsuitable to be a tenant due to 

the significant risk to potential neighbours and/or communities.

In determining whether an applicant is ineligible due to unacceptable behaviour, South 
Holland District Council will consider: 

 Has the applicant or a member of the applicant’s household been guilty of 
unacceptable behaviour?  

 Was the unacceptable behaviour serious enough to have entitled the landlord to 
have obtained outright order for possession? 
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 At the time of the application, is the applicant still unsuitable to be a tenant by reason 
of that behaviour, or the behaviour of a member of his household? 

An applicant’s eligibility to join the Allocations Scheme will be kept under review during the 
application process. An applicant may be rendered ineligible at any time during the process 
should South Holland become satisfied that they are ineligible. 

Applicants classified as being ineligible through “unacceptable behaviour” can make an 
application for accommodation in the future if they can demonstrate a changed pattern of 
behaviour.  It is for South Holland to determine whether the changed behaviour claimed 
makes the applicant eligible under the Scheme. This is carried out at the point of re-
application to the scheme. 

Each application will be assessed on its own merits and a decision regarding eligibility will be 
made accordingly.  Anyone subsequently made ineligible from the Scheme will be provided 
with a full written explanation of the decision and will have a right of review of the decision 
(See Section 12). 

3.3 “Subject to immigration control & persons from abroad”  

Access to housing for foreign nationals is governed by Housing and Immigration legislation. 
Persons from abroad can register for housing with South Holland, but checks are required 
before they can be considered eligible for South Holland’s Allocation Scheme. 

At the point of registration for housing, all applicants will be asked for information about their 
housing history and legal status, including whether they are persons from abroad or subject 
to immigration control. Checks to establish eligibility to the Scheme under the relevant 
legislation will then be undertaken by South Holland. 

Applicants who do apply will not be registered until eligibility for the scheme has been 
confirmed. 
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SECTION 4: SCHEME DISCRETION

4.1 Management discretion 

South Holland will use, as far as possible, a points system (Section 14) to allocate 
accommodation.  

South Holland does however recognise that there may be exceptional circumstances where 
the only way an exceptionally urgent housing need can be resolved is through the use of 
management discretionary points. In the interests of fairness to all these applicants such 
circumstances are kept to a minimum. Examples of exceptional circumstances include, but 
are not limited to:  

 Threat to life;
 Emergency cases, whose homes are damaged by fire, flood or other disaster may be 

provided with another tenancy if it is not possible to repair the existing home, or if any 
work to repair is to take such a long period of time that there will be serious disruption 
to household life;

 Households who, on police advice, must be moved immediately due to serious 
threats to a one or more members of the household, or who’s continuing occupation 
would pose a threat to the community;  

 An applicant who has an exceptional need that is not predicted or covered in the 
Allocations Scheme;  

 Other exceptional circumstances as authorised by the Housing Manager.

4.2 Portfolio holder for housing discretion (for other exceptional 
circumstances not covered by this scheme) 

From time to time a situation may arise that is not predicted by this Allocations Scheme but
t he needs or circumstances are exceptional and significant.

Where a case is considered exceptional but the applicant does not meet any of the 
Reasonable preference criteria or it is felt that higher points should be awarded then the 
Portfolio Holder for Housing for South Holland District Council reserves the right to override 
this scheme and allow an applicant to have a higher priority than they would be entitled to 
under the Scheme. These cases should be few in number and will be closely monitored and 
regularly reported on to ensure that the duty to achieve Reasonable preference overall is not
compromised.  

Portfolio Holder for Housing’s discretion may also be used to block an allocation in 
circumstances not predicted by this scheme but where South Holland is satisfied someone 
has unfairly taken advantage of the scheme to the detriment of those in housing need. 
Again, these cases will be monitored, regularly reported and are expected to be few in 
number. 
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SECTION 5: Reasonable preference qualification  

5.1 Criteria

The following criteria detail when someone would qualify for Reasonable preference
pursuant to section 167(2) (a) to (e) Housing Act 1996 (as amended).  

a: Reasonable preference category s167 (2) (a) - applicants who are homeless within 
the meaning of Part VII Housing Act 1996.  

This group comprises all applicants who are homeless under the definition of 
homelessness contained in sections 175 -177 of Part VII of the Housing Act 1996. 

This definition includes a person who does not have accommodation which is legally 
and physically available to him or her, or has accommodation that is not reasonable 
for him or her to continue to occupy  

b: Reasonable preference category s167(2) (b) –applicants who are owed a duty by 
any local housing authority under s190(2) 193(2) or 195(2)  (or under section 65(2) or 
68(2) of the Housing Act 1985) or who are occupying accommodation secured by 
any such authority under section 192(3).  

c: Reasonable preference category s167 (2) (c) – People occupying unsanitary or
overcrowded housing or otherwise living in unsatisfactory housing conditions.   

South Holland District Council may consider the need to operate outside the Reasonable 
preference category to enable it to allocate hard to let stock.

5.2 Unsatisfactory housing conditions:  

Applicants will be awarded Reasonable preference due to unsatisfactory housing conditions 
if they; 

 Lack a bathroom, or 
 Lack a kitchen, or 
 Lack an inside WC, or 
 Lack hot or cold water supplies, or 
 Lack electricity, gas or adequate heating, or 
 Occupy a property which is in disrepair or is unfit for occupation 

Applicants who only have access to shared facilities in shared accommodation will not 
qualify under these criteria. 

Unsatisfactory housing conditions in the Private Sector where there is one or more Category 
1 Hazards, Reasonable preference will be awarded where South Holland’s Private Sector 
Housing team identify that a person’s home has at least one Category 1 hazard, (excluding 
overcrowding) and a Prohibition Order or a Suspended Prohibition Order has been served in 
relation to the property.  

Occupants of properties in which one or more relevant Category 1 hazard has been 
identified, in relation to which South Holland has served a Suspended Prohibition Order and 
where the hazard(s) identified poses a significant threat to the health and well-being of the 
occupants, but where the threat is not an immediate threat of serious injury or life-
threatening will be prioritised depending on whether the applicant has a Community 
Contribution or Working Households award.  

In cases where the applicant(s) must move temporarily from their home whilst remedial 
repairs are undertaken the presumption will be that the landlord should facilitate and fund the 
alternative accommodation. In exceptional circumstances South Holland may facilitate the 
decant of the household to a suitable alternative property whilst remedial repair works are 
carried out. The applicants and their household will then return to the original property.  The 
applicants will not be eligible for Reasonable preference for a relevant Category 1 hazard 
under this scheme whilst resident in the alternative property.
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5.3 Under-occupancy 

Tenants of South Holland District Council or its Housing association partners who are under-
occupying a property by one or more bedrooms, and are prepared to move to a smaller 
sized property, will be awarded Reasonable preference points. The applicant may qualify for 
additional preference points if they currently occupy a household-type property with 3 or 
more bedrooms and are willing to move to a one or two bedroom non-household type 
property.

5.4 Overcrowding

Those overcrowded by one or two bedrooms in line with the “Bedroom standard” will be 
granted Reasonable preference points, depending on whether they have Community 
Contribution or are a Working Household. 

The criteria for measuring overcrowding will be the bedroom standard which allocates a 
separate bedroom to each of the following: 

 Married or cohabiting couple;
 Adult aged 21 years or more;
 Pair of adolescents of the same sex aged 10 years to 20 years; 
 Two children (whether of the same sex or not) aged less than 10 years 

5.5 Medical, disability and welfare.   

Reasonable preference points are awarded by South Holland following an assessment of the 
evidence provided by the applicant, having firstly considered the applicant’s household and 
current living situation. Points will be given depending on how unsuitable the current 
accommodation is in relation to their medical, welfare or disability needs. The assessment is 
not of the applicant’s health but how their accommodation affects their health or welfare.   

Reasonable preference points are awarded by South Holland where an applicant’s housing 
is unsuitable for their specific disability needs and in particular seriously restricts their day to 
day mobility.

In situations where there is a need to move on welfare grounds due to ill-health related to old 
age or disability related to old age, then their need is recognised and Reasonable preference 
points awarded should their current housing be inadequate. An assessment of an applicant’s 
need to move due to old age will be made by South Holland taking into account information 
provided by one or more of the following: 

 An applicant’s GP or consultant;
 SocialServices;
 OccupationalTherapist;
 Age Concern or any other voluntary sector organisation representing the applicant

5.6 Need to move due to abuse, violence or harassment 

Applicants who need to move due to proven harassment but who are not in immediate 
danger will be awarded Reasonable preference points.

5.7 Child protection 

There will be circumstances when it is essential that the Allocations Scheme supports 
circumstances where a child or children are part of the application where there is a need to 
move and the accommodation is a contributory factor to the risk to the child or children. This 
will occur where the child or children are the subject of a child protection plan.
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SECTION 6:  INCREASED PRIORITIES 

6.1 General

Increased priority points are given where applicants can demonstrate a commitment to and 
contribute towards the economic growth of the South Holland district as working households 
or who make a significant impact by their contribution to their local community. Before being 
awarded increased priority points applicants must have a current positive residency in their 
own right.   

The criteria for this are as follows: 

 No on-going involvement in anti-social behaviour or criminal activities;
 No breaches of tenancy within the last 3 years;
 No outstanding housing-related debt over £100. 

Applicants can access the increased priority scoring in two ways via the working household’s 
award or a community contribution award.   

6.2 Working households economic contribution – why it matters 

Economic growth of the South Holland District is a key priority for South Holland.  

We want to encourage people who can, to work and seek to raise levels of aspiration and 
ambition. We will offer increased points priority to applicants who are working and who are 
therefore making a contribution to South Holland’s economy. This would be particularly 
advantageous for "working" applicants who have reasonable preference since they could 
receive increased priority by virtue of their "working" status. The increased priority gained by 
being a Working Household will apply to re-housing across South Holland and is not linked 
with a specified area of the district. 

This award will also be used to prioritise applicants without reasonable preference, who want 
to move. 

6.3 Definition of working households 

Working households are defined as households where at least one adult member is in 
employment within the South Holland district. For the purposes of this Allocations Scheme 
employment is described as having a permanent contract, working as a temporary member 
of staff or being self-employed. Applicants would normally only qualify for the additional 
points if the worker has been employed for 9 out of the last 12 months and have been 
working for a minimum of 16 hours per week. South Holland District Council does however 
recognise the important role part-time workers play within the local economy. The Portfolio 
Holder for Housing’s discretion will therefore be utilised where special circumstances present 
themselves. 

Verification will be sought at point of application as well as point of offer under the same 
terms. Applicants must provide payslips, P60, bank statements or a verifying letter from their 
employer or accountant in order to be eligible for the points.

6.4 Community contribution – why it matters  

People who play a part in making their neighbourhood strong, stable and healthy, those who 
help make it a good place to live, work and play are valuable people. They are the backbone 
of their community, and they need to be recognised for those efforts. 

The Community priority scheme is a South Holland District Council Scheme which provides 
additional points for a specific re-housing area and relevant bordering re-housing areas to 
that where the applicant is serving the community. In addition, any other reasonable 
preference they are entitled to because of housing need will remain. 
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In addition, South Holland District Council recognises the importance of supporting current 
and ex-servicemen and women; adults with learning disabilities; those with specific 
hardships and persons within a recognised adoption programme. 
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SECTION 7: SUSPENDED PRIORITY  

South Holland reserves the right to suspend an applicant’s priority in certain circumstances.   

7.1 Suspension due to rent arrears/housing related debt  

This would include current or former rent arrears (including temporary 
accommodation arrears), damage to a former social housing property or legal costs arising 
from court action in connection with a current or former tenancy. South Holland will only 
consider housing related debt accrued within the last 5 years. 

This will be assessed at the point when the applicant’s priority is being assessed unless new 
information comes to South Holland’s attention after their initial assessment. 

The following procedure will apply: 

 South Holland will consider whether the applicant still owes arrears/debt, and if they 
do, the extent of the arrears/debt;

 South Holland will consider whether there are exceptional circumstances, described 
below;

 If there are exceptional circumstances then the applicant may not be subject to 
reduced priority despite the arrears/debt;

 South Holland will consider whether the claimant has taken debt advice, acted upon 
it, and entered into and begun to implement any arrangement to clear the arrears;

 South Holland will consider whether an arrangement has been made, the amount of 
arrears paid off, any debt outstanding, and the regularity of any payments made. 

After applying the above procedure, South Holland may then suspend the application.

7.2 Suspension due to deliberate worsening of housing circumstances 

An application will be suspended if South Holland is satisfied they deliberately did or failed to 
do something which, in consequence, led to a worsening of their housing circumstances. 
The situation will be reviewed every 12 months or upon a material change of circumstance 
within the household. For this purpose, the initial points will be awarded but will be deducted 
at the point that the applicant is deemed to have worsened their circumstances by their 
actions.

Examples of which could include: 

 A household giving up an affordable and suitable tenancy which they are able to 
maintain, to move in with other relatives, creating a situation of overcrowding and 
sharing of bathroom/kitchen and a split household;  

 An applicant requesting or colluding with a landlord or household member to issue 
them with a Notice to Quit;  

 An applicant gives up settled accommodation in order to move into less settled or 
overcrowded accommodation;

 Where a household or individual has taken accommodation in the full knowledge that 
they did not have the financial means to maintain the rent;

 An applicant deliberately overcrowds their property by moving in friends and/or other 
household members who have never lived together previously and/or have not lived 
together for a long time, then requests re-housing to larger accommodation 

The above list is not exhaustive.    

7.3 Suspension due to refusal of two reasonable offers of 
accommodation 

Applicants who have refused 2 reasonable offers of accommodation will have their 
application suspended for a 6 month period from the point of second refusal. After this 6 
months period the applicant will be returned to their previous points with the same award 
date that they had prior to their suspension, as long as a change of circumstances has not 
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occurred. 

The exception to these rules is for Homeless applicants owed a full homelessness duty 
under section 193(2) or 195(2) of the Housing Act 1996 where only one reasonable offer will 
be made (Final Offer) and refusal of that offer will result in the discharge of South Holland ’s 
homelessness duty.

7.4 Suspension due to failure of pre transfer inspection (PTI) 

For tenants of South Holland District Council, a PTI will be carried out to ascertain the 
condition of their property.  At the point of application, if their property passes the PTI, the 
tenant will be informed of this and no further inspection will be carried out before an offer is 
made. However should any information be received that a property may have deteriorated, a 
further inspection may be carried out. Should the property not pass this inspection the 
applicant will be informed as to what they need to do to put this right. Until the work has 
been carried out by the tenant the application will be suspended. 

Once a property meets the required standard the application can be reinstated to the 
appropriate points.   

Before a transfer applicant is made an offer the application will be checked to see when the 
last PTI inspection was carried out. If this is more than 6 months ago then a further PTI 
check must be carried out before an offer is made. Should the property on this inspection not 
pass the PTI then no offer will be made and the application will be suspended until any 
identified issues are rectified.   

The following reasons allow an exemption from the existing PTI procedures: 

 DomesticAbuse 
 Fear of violence where the applicant is granted a priority move
 Where priority is awarded for medical needs 
 Reduced Priority – Unready to Move on from Care or Support 

Applicants currently occupying supported accommodation or receiving care linked to their 
tenancy will be assessed as having Reasonable preference but will have their priority 
reduced until such a time as it is confirmed by the relevant support providers that the 
applicant is ready to move on. 

7.5 Suspension due to non-compliance with the tenancy agreement  

This applies where South Holland District Council is satisfied that an applicant (or a member 
of their current or prospective household) has failed to adhere to the terms of any current or 
previous social housing or private rented sector tenancy agreement terms and conditions.  
This includes failing to maintain any previous social rented or private sector rented property 
within the terms of their tenancy agreement, or committing acts causing or likely to cause 
nuisance or annoyance to neighbours or others in the locality of where they live or where 
they previously have lived.  In such cases, applicants will have their application suspended 
for a minimum period of twelve months before any review is undertaken.  Applicants can 
however request a review during the suspended period, where it can be clearly 
demonstrated, to the satisfaction of South Holland District Council, that circumstances have 
changed such that the previous conduct is unlikely to reoccur.

7.6 Notification of suspension  

Any suspended applicant will be provided with written notification of the decision that will 
contain the following information: 

 The reasons for the decision to suspend;
 The points that their housing circumstances would have warranted prior to their 

suspension;
 The applicant’s right to appeal against the decision;
 What they have to do before they can be considered again for accommodation which 

meets their needs and points;
 That any appeal against the decision must be made in writing within 21 days of 
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written notification of the decision;
 That any appeal will be dealt with by a Senior Officer not involved in the original 

decision. All appeals will be dealt with within 4 weeks from the date of receipt, and 
the applicant advised of the outcome;

 That an applicant may request the written removal of any suspension outlining why 
the removal of the suspension is now justified.  
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SECTION 8: MANAGING HOMELESSNESS 

8.1 Homeless households to whom the council owes a s.193 duty

Households who have a duty accepted to them under the Housing Act 1996 Part VII s.193 
(as amended by the Homelessness Act 2002) will be awarded preference on the housing 
allocations scheme. Applicants to whom the council owes such a duty will be exempt from 
the ‘three reasonable offers’ and ‘areas of choice’ rule. Instead, the council will seek to 
discharge any such duties via one reasonable offer (known as a ‘final offer’) that is 
considered by the local authority to be ‘reasonable’, taking into consideration all factors 
relevant to the case. Applicants will be informed in writing where an offer of accommodation 
under the Housing Act 1996 Part VI constitutes a ‘final offer’.  

Refusal of such an offer will result in the cessation of council’s statutory duty towards that 
applicant, and the loss of any additional points awarded to the applicant as a consequence 
of a duty being accepted towards them under s.193. If in this situation the applicant wishes 
to remain on the housing register, the applicant will be awarded ‘intentionality’ points. 

If in this situation the applicant is occupying temporary accommodation secured by the 
council, the applicant will be given reasonable notice to vacate the temporary 
accommodation and will be required to find alternative accommodation. 

Where a household has refused a 'final' offer and the council's full homelessness duty has 
ceased, the household will be granted the same point award granted to a homeless
household (with the meaning of Part VII of the Housing Act 1996 (as amended by the 
Homelessness Act 2002)) but to whom the council does not owe a full homeless duty. 

8.2 Intentional homelessness 

If an applicant is assessed under Part VII of the Housing Act as being ‘intentionally’
homeless, then the applicant will be awarded ‘intentionality’ points  or made ineligible if the 
reason they are deemed intentionally homeless is due to their behaviour. If they satisfy the 
criteria for “unacceptable behaviour” then the applicant will be deemed ineligible.

8.3 Homelessness and rent arrears / housing related debt 

If an applicant presents as homeless and there is a statutory duty to re-house then in 
exceptional circumstances and only with the consent of the Strategic Housing Team Leader 
at South Holland District Council may a tenancy related debt be considered for priority under 
this Allocation Scheme.  This does not write the debt off and there will still be an expectation 
that the applicant undertakes to repay the debt at the earliest possible opportunity.  
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SECTION 9: APPLICATIONS

9.1 General

South Holland District Council is committed to helping solve an applicant’s housing problems 
(as guided by legislation) as well as exploring a wider range of alternatives than simply 
social rented housing.  The overwhelming demand for affordable housing in the South 
Holland district means that, for many applicants, the prospects of being allocated a social 
housing tenancy is unrealistic.  We aim to provide everyone with clear and accurate 
information on their prospects of being allocated a tenancy including managing unrealistic 
expectations for those with little or no prospect of being made an offer. In these situations, 
South Holland District Council may decide not to accept an application but provide the 
applicant with alternative housing advice.  

Where necessary, South Holland District Council may conduct a home visit, seek the advice 
of a medical advisor or seek the assistance or information from other relevant organisations, 
for example Social Services, to help determine housing need.

Applications for housing are made under South Holland’s Allocations Scheme using a 
standard form which is available in a paper format and online at www.sholland.gov.uk. 

Having received the application in full including all required supporting information, then the 
assessment and awarding of any priority in recognition of the applicant’s housing needs will 
be carried out by staff at South Holland District Council. 

Where an application is incomplete, it will be returned to the applicant for completion. No 
application will be considered for registration until all questions are answered in full. 

Applicants are personally responsible for updating South Holland District Council of any 
change of circumstances with their application. If it is found that an application contains 
incorrect information at the point of offer, then that offer may be withdrawn. 

9.2 Transfer applicants

For each transfer application made by a South Holland District Council tenant, a PTI will be 
carried out before any offer is made.  To enable an offer to be made, the criteria required 
should be that the property can be re-let within 3 days. Where the standard of the property is 
such that a possession order would be awarded against the tenant the application will be 
deemed ineligible and cancelled.  

At the point of application, a home visit is undertaken and a decision taken in line with the 
procedure as to whether the property could be re-let within 3 days. The applicant will be 
advised accordingly. The inspection will relate to both the inside and outside of the property 
including the garden.  

9.3 Size and type of property for which applicants are eligible 

In order to make the best use of the available housing stock, it is essential to let vacancies to 
those who need that size and type of property.  Examples include houses with two or more 
bedrooms to be let to families with young children, retirement housing to be let to older 
people and properties that have been built or adapted for a person with a physical or 
sensory disability. In the case of a disability need, South Holland District Council will firstly 
consider whether an applicant’s needs are better met by undertaking aids and adaptations to 
enable them to remain in their current accommodation.

When deciding the size and type of property for which applicants are eligible, the current 
local housing allowance bedroom standard will normally be used (this is available on 
request). 
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9.4 How serious offenders are dealt with under this scheme.

South Holland District Council will make an assessment of risk to the community of any 
applicant who has been convicted of a community offence and is considered to present a
significant risk to potential neighbours and/or communities. This assessment will 
determine whether; 

 Either the risk is too great and therefore the applicant is ineligible to appear on this 
scheme, or 

 The risk is such that the applicant will be re-housed provided an undertaking is 
signed to record an agreed cooperation.

At the time of registration, an applicant is asked if s/he or anyone who will be residing with 
them has a conviction of a criminal offence or anti-social behaviour order. 

9.5 How medical assessment and adapted homes are dealt with under 
the scheme

9.5.1 Medical assessment  

Applicants who have a medical need will be asked to complete a Medical Form, which will be 
assessed by South Holland. Applicants will awarded additional points if their current housing 
has a significant negative impact on their health or wellbeing.  

The criteria to be considered relate to the extent that the health of an applicant, or an 
immediate member of the applicant’s household, will significantly improve by a move to 
alternative accommodation. The assessment is not based on the seriousness of an 
applicant’s condition, but is solely based on the impact of their current housing on that 
condition and whether this would improve significantly through a move to alternative 
housing. 

In circumstances where more than one member of the household suffers from a medical 
condition, South Holland will take the needs of the entire household into account when 
making a decision.  

9.5.2 Adaptations 

South Holland district Council views the matching of applicant to accommodation which has 
been adapted or can be easily adapted for the disabled as a major priority. Properties 
therefore which are adapted or which are suitable for adaptation or which are otherwise
potentially suitable for applicants with a disability may be allocated directly to the most 
appropriate applicant and outside any strict order of priority. 

9.6 How sheltered accommodation is dealt with under the scheme 

Sheltered housing comprises of properties which have principally designed for older people 
or those with a disability. 

These schemes offer independent living with security and peace of mind.  

To be eligible for sheltered housing applicants must be  

 Aged 60 or over or  
 In receipt of high level Disability Living Allowance;
 Be assessed for support that is provided by the Scheme Manager during working 

hours where appropriate. Applicants must be deemed suitable for the scheme and 
confirm they do not have support needs that are unable to be met or would be 
detrimental to the Scheme itself or other tenants;  

 Be made aware of the costs of moving into the Scheme before a letting is carried out. 
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This is especially in regard to Supporting People costs where these are not covered 
by Housing Benefit. Separate charges are made for these services on top of the rent. 

9.7 How tenancy succession is dealt with under the scheme

The law on succession rights is found at sections 87 to 89 of the Housing Act 1985 and 
sections 131 to 133 of the Housing Act 1996.  Succession rights apply to both secure and 
introductory tenancies. This scheme considers the following types of succession: 

 Statutory tenancy succession 
 Contractual tenancy succession  
 Discretionary tenancy succession 

9.8 Statutory tenancy succession 

There can only be one statutory succession of a tenancy.  To decide whether a person can 
succeed to a tenancy, first we need to know if the person who has died is a successor. 

A tenant is a successor if: 

 The tenant succeeded to  the tenancy under the provisions of the Housing Act 1985;
 The tenant used to be a joint tenant but has become a sole tenant;
 The tenant became the tenant by assignment (but not in the case of mutual 

exchange where the tenant was not a successor to the tenancy s/he assigned or in 
the case of a Court property adjustment order where the other party to the marriage 
or civil partnership was not themselves a successor);

 The tenant was previously a successor to an introductory tenancy. 

If the person who has died was a successor, then there can be no further statutory 
successions. 

In order to succeed to the tenancy you must be eligible. An eligible person is the deceased 
tenant’s husband/wife or civil partner, the deceased tenant’s partner (including same sex 
partner) and followed by certain other members of the deceased tenant’s household. 
Household members that are considered eligible are:

Parent Sister Half Brother

Grandparent Uncle Half Sister

Child Aunt Grandchild

Nephew Brother Niece

An eligible person is qualified to succeed by law if: 

 She/he was married to the tenant and living in the property as his/her only or 
principal home when the tenant died;

 She/he is a household member and was living in the property as his/her only or 
principal home when the tenant died AND residing with the tenant throughout the 
twelve months ending with the death of the tenant.  Household members include 
heterosexual couples living together as husband and wife or same sex partners and 
living together in the property as his/her only or principal home. 
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For statutory successions, household members include heterosexuals living together as 
husband and wife. When there is only one person qualified to succeed: 

The tenancy automatically passes to that person thus meaning there is no need to sign the 
successor up to a new tenancy.  The successor becomes responsible for the tenancy from 
the date of the death of the old tenant.  If the successor does not want the tenancy, they 
should take the necessary steps to terminate it. 

If there is more than one person qualified to succeed: 

 If one of them is a spouse/civil partner, s/he automatically succeeds to the tenancy 
from the date of the death of the previous tenant;

 If none of them are a spouse/civil partner, the household members must decide 
between themselves who is to inherit the tenancy, but if they cannot decide South 
Holland will decide and in doing so will apply its usual Allocations Scheme criteria to 
determine priority between the claimants as far as is possible;  

 If a succession to a household member results in a property becoming under-
occupied, South Holland may think it reasonable to seek possession of the property 
where reasonable alternative accommodation is available for the tenant.  This must 
be done no sooner than six months after the death of the tenant but before 12 
months from the death of the tenant.  In deciding this, South Holland will take into 
account circumstances such as how long the successor has lived there and how old 
they are.   

9.9 Contractual succession 

South Holland District Council will extend the rights of certain relatives/partners to be 
granted a new tenancy following the death of a tenant, where a tenancy succession has not 
previously occurred.  This right is extended to gay partners and to spouses/household 
members where they have resided at the property as their principal home for a minimum of 
six months immediately prior to the death of the tenant.  This involves the creation of a new 
introductory tenancy rather than a transfer of the old one.  The right to contractual 
succession will not be extended to partners; spouses or household members of a tenant 
occupying 

9.10 Discretionary succession

South Holland District Council may grant a new introductory tenancy in the following 
circumstances:  

 To surviving relatives/partners of deceased tenants where they are left in a property 
they occupied for a minimum of 10 years as their principal home with the deceased 
tenant, immediately prior to the death of the tenant, and a statutory or contractual 
succession has previously taken place, and the individual is not on the Re-housing 
Review List or successfully had their entry removed  and the individual has 
successfully completed a Serious Offenders check and the individual should not be 
under occupying a larger household type property (house with 4 bedrooms or more).  
Where the successor is under occupying a larger household type property (house 
with 4 bedrooms or more), then they can be offered a three-bedroom house in the 
same re-housing neighbourhood;

 Discretionary successions will be limited to a maximum of 1;
 To fulltime live in non-paid carers where verification checks with South Holland 

Children, Families and Social Care Department/Benefits Agency etc. have confirmed 
the carer’s status, and s/he has lived in the property as his/her principal home for 2 or 
more continuous years immediately prior to the death of the tenant, has successfully 
completed a serious offenders check and would not be under-occupying the property 
by 2 bedrooms or more. 
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9.11 Including a carer in the application 

A carer is someone who, with or without payment, provides help and support to a partner, 
relative, friend or neighbour, who would not manage without their help. This could be due to 
age, physical or mental health, addiction, or disability. In all cases the carer must have been 
identified by the applicant as the person who is primarily responsible for providing them with 
care and the need to live with them or near them. 

Even if a carer is in receipt of Carer’s Allowance it may not be necessary for them to reside 
with the person who is being cared for. An application to include a carer in a housing 
application will be considered if the carer has been assessed by Social Services as needing 
to provide overnight support. In these circumstances the applicant must provide supporting 
evidence from other agencies such as Adult Social Services or a health professional. 

In some limited circumstances it may be possible to consider cases where the carer is not in 
receipt of Carer’s Allowance. Under these circumstances it will still be necessary for the 
applicant to demonstrate that the person looked after is in receipt of one of the following 
benefits: 

 Carers allowance;
 Disability living allowance – paid at either the middle or higher rate for personal care;
 Attendance allowance;
 A further recognised disability benefit

9.12 Adoption/foster carer

South Holland District Council believes that applicants, who are part of a recognised 
adoption or foster care programme, should not be disadvantaged during any assessment of 
their application because they have yet to formally adopt or foster a child or children. South 
Holland acknowledges the importance of securing appropriate accommodation as a 
necessity to any successful adoption or fostering therefore will ensure, subject to a written 
submission from the appropriate adoption/fostering agency, to providing the necessary 
priority that any individual case warrants.

9.13 Adults with learning disabilities

South Holland District Council recognises that adults with learning difficulties want to live 
more independently in the community either by themselves or with somebody else. By 
working with an applicant’s current carer or support provider, South Holland wishes to afford 
an applicant the necessary priority to assist in that need. South Holland District Council 
therefore commits to providing at least two vacant properties per calendar year to adults with 
learning disabilities, where the number of active applications exceeds that number in a given 
year and that the appropriate supply of vacant properties is available. 

9.14 Armed forces personnel

South Holland District Council recognises that many ex service personnel have difficulties 
accessing sufficient priority to social housing when they leave or are due to leave the armed 
services as they may have been living abroad or residing in service accommodation. South
Holland will therefore make the time that service personnel serve equal to the amount of 
others have been registered. This will be available for a period of three years from the date 
of discharge and means that if an individual has served for five years in the Army, Royal 
Navy or Royal Air Force (regardless of location), then they will be entitled to the same 
amount of waiting time and associated points.

In addition, South Holland District Council commits to making a minimum of five allocations 
per calendar year to ex service personnel, where the number of active applications exceeds 
that number in a given year and that the appropriate supply of vacant properties is available.
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9.15 Staff, board members of relevant organisation, council members, 
co-optees and relatives of these groups.   

This Scheme is designed to ensure that South Holland District Council (and any relevant 
organisation) is transparent and equitable when letting homes to staff or Board Members or 
Co-optees and their relatives.  

The Allocations Scheme is open to any eligible applicant and there are stringent checks in 
place that all applicants must follow. These include checks on current circumstances. 

Staff, Board Members, Council Members and Co-optees and their relatives are treated as 
any other applicant and must be seen to not be gaining any advantage or any preferential 
treatment in the course of their application, nor shall they be disadvantaged.  

Therefore, the following procedure must be undertaken to ensure that any letting can be 
subject to a high level of scrutiny: 

 The staff member who is applying for housing must not be involved in the process or 
prioritising of the application and have no direct input into any decisions regarding 
their re-housing;  

 Staff members must also not have any involvement in the inputting of the application 
or awarding of priority for any relative;  

 Applications should be clearly marked that the application is that of a staff member, 
board member, council members, co-optee or relative;  

 When an application reaches an offer stage, any offer must firstly be scrutinised and 
then signed off by the Portfolio Holder for Housing at South Holland District Council;

 If an offer of a property is to be made to an officer at Head of Service level or above 
then the offer must be countersigned by the Portfolio Holder for Housing at South 
Holland District Council;

 Where an offer is being made to a member of staff, board member or co-optee of a 
Housing association, that provider must provide South Holland District Council with 
the relevant governance approvals prior to that offer being finalised;

 In regards to a relative of the above, the Portfolio Holder for Housing at South 
Holland District Council is to sign off the offer prior to it being made.

9.16 Capital, savings and/or assets 

Owner occupiers who are adequately housed or people with sufficient financial resources 
available to them to meet their housing needs will not be accepted on the register unless 
they are able to clearly demonstrate that their current accommodation will not meet their 
needs in the future. 

South Holland will also take into account any previous disposals of assets; capital or savings 
when calculating the financial resources available which will include disposals for nil (for 
example, transfer of ownership) or below market rate value. South Holland considers 
£75,000 total capital/asset/savings to be sufficient financial resource to buy a home or pay 
market rent within the district.   

9.17 Income threshold 

South Holland District Council considers £65,000 per annum household income to be 
sufficient financial resource to buy a home or pay market rent within the district. Under 
normal circumstances therefore, applicants with an income higher than the stated threshold 
and without “reasonable preference” will not be accepted onto the register.  
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SECTION 10:  HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION/APPLICATION 
ASSESSMENT 

10.1 Application pack 

Applications for this scheme can be made in person, via a paper application form or online. 
Every applicant who requests an application pack will receive: 

 An application form with guidance notes on completing it;  
 A summary of this Allocation Scheme, including the review and complaints 

procedure.

10.2 Completing the application form 

Applicants are encouraged to complete the form themselves. However, if completed at a 
Council or partner office, staff will go through the form with the applicant to ensure that the 
required information is collected. Staff will give support in completing the form if requested 
by telephone and translation services will be made available should they be needed. An 
application will not be considered for registering until all the questions are answered. In 
situations where they have not, the application form will be returned to the applicant, 
together with an accompanying letter, advising the applicant as to the further information 
required. South Holland District Council will not keep a copy of any incomplete application.

With demand for social housing far exceeding supply within the South Holland district, for 
many perspective applicants the prospects of being allocated a social housing tenancy is 
unrealistic.  We aim therefore to provide everyone with clear and accurate information on 
their prospects of being allocated a tenancy.  This includes advising them clearly when there 
is little or no chance of being allocated a tenancy and what other options they may wish to 
consider.

10.3 Allocating properties -references 

The taking up of two satisfactory references is a method South Holland District Council 
adopts to seek assurance that re-housing applicants who move into properties are likely to 
conduct their tenancies in an appropriate manner as part of measures to maintain and 
protect communities. The assessment of eligibility, Reasonable preference and any 
additional priority will take place without references being received. 

Two references will be requested just prior to an offer being considered. This is to ensure 
that references are as up to date and as accurate as possible.  An offer of accommodation 
will not be final until two satisfactory references are verified. 

It is the applicants’ responsibility to provide two satisfactory references within 5 working days 
of being requested to do so. Failure to provide two satisfactory references will render the 
application ineligible until satisfactory references are received.  In such circumstances, any 
offer of accommodation will be withdrawn. 

Where the applicant has neither owned nor held a tenancy previously, no references will be 
sought. As part of their induction however, they will enter into a “new tenancy” training 
programme.

References will not be sought from current South Holland Council tenants, as access to their 
tenancy history is available.  

For applicants living within South Holland, at least one reference must be provided by a 
referee living in South Holland district.  Applicants living outside the South Holland district 
should also, wherever possible, provide one reference from someone living within the South 
Holland district.  Specifically: 

 Where the applicant lives in rented accommodation, one of the references must be 
provided by their current landlord;  

 Applicants who live in accommodation provided by the National Asylum Support 
Service (NASS), and who have been granted exceptional or indefinite leave to 
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remain in the United Kingdom, (or Discretionary Leave or Humanitarian Protection) 
and, as a consequence of their leave being granted, have to vacate the 
accommodation, do not have to provide references;

 If an applicant has already left NASS accommodation and lives in a private sector 
tenancy, a reference is required from their current landlord;  

 For asylum seekers or refugees who have indefinite or exceptional leave to remain, 
and have been resident in the United Kingdom for a while, and are lodging with 
friends, a reference should be provided;  

 Homeless applicants do not need references as Part VII decision looks at previous 
tenancies and associated issues.   

10.4 Information requests 

An applicant will, on request, be shown and given a copy of his/her entry on the Allocations 
Scheme.  South Holland will also, on request from the applicant, provide such information 
that is practicable and reasonable to supply, as well as explain their points and realistic 
prospects for rehousing.  

It is important to note that information provided by South Holland in relation to an applicant’s 
prospects of re-housing under this Scheme is only a “snapshot” of their status within the 
Scheme at that time. An applicant’s prospects of re-housing under this Scheme are subject 
to variation due to the constant changes in the number and status of applicants to the 
Scheme and the number and type of homes available for Allocation.  

Applicants are encouraged to identify a wide area of choice and to consider properties in the 
private rented sector if they require a specific area where demand is high. 

10.5 How changes in circumstances are dealt with - review of 
applications 

Keeping South Holland District Council updated on changes in personal circumstances is the 
responsibility of the applicant, as under normal circumstances, South Holland District 
Council will not review an application. 

Applicants may however receive a letter periodically asking them if they are still interested in 
social housing and wish to remain on the South Holland Housing Register. If an applicant 
receives a request they must respond to it. Failure to respond within one calendar month 
from the date of any letter will result in the application being suspended from the Scheme. If 
no response is then received within a further two calendar months from the date of the 
request, the application will be cancelled and the applicants notified in writing.  

10.6 Change of circumstances  

All applicants are required to notify South Holland District Council immediately of any change 
to their circumstances which may affect their priority for housing.  

Applicants should notify South Holland for example where: 

 A change of address, for themselves or any other person on their application;
 Any additions to the household or any other person they would wish to join the 

application (Please note it is for South Holland to decide whether they will allow a 
person/s to join the application);

 Any member of the household or any other person on the application who has left the 
accommodation;

 Any change in income, assets or savings. 

The most likely change of circumstances is a change to an applicant’s Community 
Contribution or working status. Applicants are encouraged to update these details promptly if 
a change occurs. 
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SECTION 11: ADDITIONAL LEGAL DUTIES, CONFIDENTIALITY AND 
HOW TO MAKE A COMPLAINT 

11.1 Equality and diversity  

Our aim is to implement and maintain services which ensure that no potential or current 
applicant is treated less favourably on the grounds of gender, marital status, race, 
nationality, ethnic or national origin, disability, age or sexual orientation, nor is 
disadvantaged by the application of a rule, condition, or requirement, which has a 
discriminatory effect which cannot be justified by law.  Allocations will only be made to those 
persons who are eligible.  

This scheme will be subject to periodic equality impact assessments.  

11.2 Sharing confidential personal information  

Personal information obtained from or about an applicant registered on the Allocation 
Scheme, will only be used in ways that the applicant reasonably expects in order to process 
their application. 

Privacy and confidentiality will be respected and information will normally be shared only 
with the applicant's implied or express consent to deliver the service they are seeking, to 
verify information in order to assess eligibility and priority and, to answer enquiries from 
elected representatives and/or authorised agents acting on behalf of the applicant. This will 
include the sharing of information with Housing associations working within the South 
Holland district. 

Where it is necessary for personal information to be shared with third parties for these 
purposes, it will be transferred in a secure way to ensure it is not compromised or accessed 
by anyone who is not entitled to it.   

On a case by case basis, where the law requires or permits this and the disclosure is 
necessary and proportionate, information about an applicant may be shared in the absence 
of consent without breaching data protection, human rights or the common law obligation of 
confidence. Usually this will involve striking a balance between the rights of the applicant 
and other legitimate interests which may justify the information sharing.  

An obligation of confidentiality/privacy may be set aside where the interference is in 
accordance with the law, necessary and proportionate to the legitimate aim being pursued to 
meet one or more of the following interests: 

 national security;
 public safety;
 the detection or prevention of disorder or crime;
 protection of health or morals;
 the protection of the rights or freedoms of others (i.e. safeguarding public funds, 

protecting those at work) 

11.3 Data protection and information sharing

All information held is subject to the Data Protection Act 1998.  As part of the application 
process, South Holland will seek the express consent of applicants joining the Allocation 
Scheme to share personal information about the applicant, and any member of their 
household.   

11.4 Information sharing without consent 

Information may be shared about the individual and their history irrespective of whether their 
consent has been obtained in exceptional circumstances which will include: 

 In accordance with the provisions of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (section 115);
 Where there is a serious threat to the other party’s staff or contractors;
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 Where information is relevant to the management or support duties of the proposed 
landlord or support organisation to ensure the health and safety of the applicant, a 
member of his or her household, or a member of staff. 

11.5 False statements or withheld information

It is a criminal offence for applicants and/or anyone providing information to this Scheme to 
knowingly or recklessly make false statements or knowingly withhold reasonably requested 
information relevant to their application (s171 Housing Act 1996).  This includes but is not 
limited to information requested on the housing application form and any information 
requested following registration of the application.  An offence is also committed if a third 
party provides false information whether or not on the instigation of the applicant. This would 
apply at any stage of the application process.  

Where there is suspicion or an allegation that a person has either provided false information 
or has withheld information, the application will be given the status ‘application pending’ 
during the investigation and will be excluded from any offers until an outcome is reached. 

If the outcome of any investigation is that an applicant did not provide false information or 
there was no withholding of information or such was not found to be withheld knowingly, then 
the application will be reinstated to its previous position. However, where the investigation 
shows that false information was provided on the application form, or was deliberately 
withheld, then the application will be cancelled.  

Ground 5 in Schedule 2 to the Housing Act 1985 (as amended by the 1996 Act, s.146) 
enables the landlord to seek possession of a property where it has been granted as a result 
of a false statement by either the tenant or a person acting at the tenants instigation. 

11.6 Making a complaint 

Should any individual wish to make a formal complaint then South Holland District Council’s 
current complaints procedure will be followed unless detailed otherwise within the 
Allocations Scheme.
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SECTION 12: REVIEWS AND APPEALS  

12.1 General information 

Applicants have the right to request such general information as will enable them to assess: 

 How their application will be treated and whether they will be given any preference;
 Whether housing accommodation appropriate to their needs is likely to become 

available and how long they may have to wait for an allocation of such 
accommodation. 

12.2 Information about decisions and reviews  

Applicants have the following further and specific rights to information about decisions and 
rights of review of decisions:   

 The right, on request, to be informed of any decision about the facts of their case 
which has been, or is likely to be, taken into account in considering whether to make 
an allocation to them;

 The right, on request, to review a decision mentioned above, or a decision to treat 
them as ineligible;  

 The right to be informed of the decision on any review and clear grounds for it based 
on the relevant facts.
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SECTION 13: GENERAL INFORMATION

13.1 Details of Housing associations operating within the South Holland 
District

 Accent Nene Housing Society Ltd, Manor House, 57 Lincoln Road, Peterborough, 
PE1 2RR

Tele: 01733 295400 or 0800 393 890

 ACIS Group Ltd, Acis House, 57 Bridge Street, Gainsborough, DN21 1GG

Tele: 0800 272057

 Anchor Trust, Le Grand Luce Court, Cherry Willingham, Lincoln, LN3 4JA

Tele: 01522 595517

 Axiom Housing Association, Axiom House, Maskew Avenue, Peterborough, PE1 2SX

Tele: 01733 3471354

 Boston Mayflower Ltd, Friars House, Quaker Lane, Boston, PE21 6BZ

Tele: 01205 318500

 Lincolnshire Rural Housing Association, Markime House, Pooles Lane, Spilsby, 
PE23 5EY

Tele: 01790 754219

 Longhurst & Havelok Homes, Leverett House, Gilbert Drive, Boston, PE21 7TQ

Tele:  0800 111 4013

 Muir Group, Stable Court, Ferrers Road, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29 3DH

Tele: 0300 123 1222

 New Linx Housing Trust, Kelly House, Gresley Road, Louth, LN11 9FG

Tele:  01507 355000

 Shoreline Housing Partnership, 11-13 Osbourne Street, Grimsby, DN31 1EY

Tele:  0845 849 2000
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13.2 Address South Holland District Council

South Holland District Council Tel: 01775 761161 

Council Offices fax: 01775 711253

Priory Road email: info@sholland.gov.uk

Spalding www.sholland.gov.uk

Lincolnshire PE11 2XE

13.3 Map of the District
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SECTION 14: POINTS SYSTEM

When a completed application is received the following guide is used to point an application

HOUSING NEED POINTS AWARDED

Homeless and Potentially Homeless

o Where a household has been found to be homeless, in priority need and is owed a duty 
under Part VII of the Housing Act 1996 or it is considered they are likely to be - Urgent 
need for rehousing – 100 points

o Homeless but Non-priority – 50 points
o Households who are subject to notice or who have received notice to vacate their 

accommodation, proof would be required – 50 points
o Where a decision has been made of ‘Intentionally’ homeless (pt. 7 Homelessness Act 

2002) – 50 points
Non-Permanent/Unsuitable Accommodation

There are three different awards of points as set out below:

I. No fixed abode – 20 points

II. You live in bed and breakfast accommodation – 15 points

III. You live in a privately run hostel – 15 points

IV. You are moving between addresses, as you have nowhere else to live – 10 points

V. You live in a bed-sit and share facilities with other residents e.g. bathroom or kitchen –
10 points

VI. You live in a caravan and have to share or don’t have necessary facilities – 10 points

VII. You are currently in prison.  Your circumstances will be re-assessed upon your release 
– 5 points

VIII. You lodge with household or friends. This also applies if you have always lived with 
household – 5 points

  XI.     You live in self-contained housing with a landlord who is resident in the property – 10                  
points
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Sharing Facilities

Bathroom – 10 points

Kitchen – 10 points

Internal toilet – 10 points

Hot water – 10 points

Piped water supply – 10 points

No toilet – 10 points

These points will not be awarded if the accommodation is intended to be shared 
accommodation for example: a House in Multiple Occupation, Specialist Supported 
Accommodation or hostel, this is not an exhaustive list.

These points will not be awarded where the applicant is sharing facilities with a household they 
have previously lived with. For instance a single adult child residing with parents or relatives 
they have previously lived with as a member of the household would not get these points, but 
adults (with dependent children) who are returning to live with their parents would get them.

These points will not be awarded where the applicant has knowingly accepted their current 
accommodation with shared facilities.

Occupancy (Number of People living in your home)   For the purposes of this policy, it 
is assumed that a couple will need a minimum of 1 bedroom, a person aged over 18 and single 
will need a minimum of one bedroom, and children may share a bedroom dependent on their 
age. 10 points per child that match the criteria

Statutory Overcrowding & Room Deficiency   Statutory overcrowding is defined under 
part 10 of the Housing Act 1985. 20 points.  These points can be awarded in addition to Mixed 
Sex Overcrowding Points.

Bedroom Deficiency   These points are awarded for each bedroom deficient – 15 points 
per deficient bedroom

Under-Occupation    If you are living in a property too big for your needs and you want to 
move to smaller accommodation which does meet your needs (and does not create 
overcrowding), we will provide the necessary priority – 100 points

Separated Household Points (awarded at time of registration)   These points apply to 
an established families or applicants who might reasonably be expected to live as a household 
within homelessness legislation.  10 points are awarded to a household with children including 
adult children, or expecting a child, and 5 points to a household without children 

Special Need    Where your application considers you to have a special need for re-housing, 
a panel of senior officers will determine the outcome of that application and its special 
circumstances – Overriding need for rehousing 100 points. 
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Medical Need

If you have an urgent medical need for alternative, more suitable housing you may be eligible 
for additional points.  You are required to complete an additional medical form.  

Points awarded:

1. An urgent medical need for re-housing – 40 points
2. Medium support for non-urgent medical circumstances – 15 points

No support awarded, as medical circumstances will exist wherever that person lives 
or where there are no medical grounds for support – 0 points

Waiting Time

You will receive 2 points for each complete year you spend on the housing register.  

Increased Priority

Working households – 20 points

Community Contribution – 20 points

Adoption/Fostering – 15 points per child within the bedroom deficiency criteria

Adults with learning disabilities leaving supported accommodation – 40 points

Armed forces personnel – points are additional to wait time gained – 20 points

Local Connection with the South Holland District

You have a local connection if:

You have been a permanent resident in the district for at least SIX MONTHS out of the last 12 
– 20 points

You have adult relations (children, parents, sisters, brothers) who have been permanent 
residents in the district for THREE YEARS continuously out of the last five years – 20 points

You are elderly or disabled and need to move to be near adult relations (children, parents, 
sisters, brothers) who have been permanent residents in the district for THREE YEARS 
continuously out of the last five years – 20 points

You have lived in the district previously for a minimum of TWELVE MONTHS continuously out 
of your lifetime – 20 points


